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SPEEDFOX AMP
Amplified adventures, for everyone
The Speedfox AMP alloy models have been created for trail riders who just
can’t wait... to ride in the great outdoors, to get lost, to discover new trails
or just go out and play.
The efficient and extremely quiet Shimano drive unit blends in effortlessly with the sounds of nature and complements the versatile character of the Speedfox AMP. A bike that amplifies your capabilities on
all but the most challenging trails; now is the time to re-think what‘s
possible on a trail bike.
Go longer or go faster, the choice is yours! The Speedfox AMP
alloy models are the ideal companions for long days on the trail as
well as rapid after-work loops to blow off steam and whoop for joy.
The state-of-the-art drive unit and seamless battery integration
enhance the functionality and style of the Speedfox AMP FOUR
and FIVE. Their lightweight and well-engineered aluminium
frames with tailored APS suspension deliver the performance
you would expect from an advanced performance e-mtb – and
all with the slightest knock to your bank balance.
At home on every terrain, the Speedfox AMP alloy models are
ready to amplify adventures, for everyone.
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SPEEDFOX AMP
A true trail bike at heart
The Speedfox AMP’s APS suspension boosts the
qualities of 29” wheels and delivers a pure-bred,
amplified trail riding experience.

Fun and Confident
29” wheels are naturals when it comes to reaching
speeds. That large contact area means incredible
traction and control.
Our Big Wheel Concept enhances high-speed handling
on technical terrain for a great trail riding experience.

Amplified adventures, for everyone
The stiff and lightweight aluminium chassis and APS
suspension complement the state-of-the-art Shimano drive
unit, ensuring a sublime performance that won’t blow the bank.

Svelte look, functional soul
The complete integration of drive unit, battery and cable routing
protects these vital components from the elements and highlights
the Speedfox AMP’s love for speed and efficiency.
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SPEEDFOX AMP
E-Specific Advanced Pivot System (APS)

Advanced aluminium Chassis
Leading-edge Hydroforming technology for
seamless battery integration, sharp handling
and a refined, Premium look.

An efficient, durable suspension system with
an e-mtb tune that blends your power with
that of the bike.

Big Wheel Concept
A refined and proven approach to geometry,
designed to meet the demands of amplified
Trail riding.

Integrated Speed Sensor

E-Specific Linkage System

Hidden in the rearstay
and disc for a clean look
and accurate speed
measurement.

Strong, oversized links for
durability and a precise ride.

Integrated Protection
Molded frame protectors for
added durability and a quieter ride.

Drive Unit Nest
Protects the drive unit from dirt
and impact.

Shimano E-7000
A quiet, compact and lightweight drive unit that offers natural
power delivery and pedaling with customizable assistance
levels to match your riding style.
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Drive Unit Nest

A custom cover protects the drive unit and
smoothens the frame design.
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Integrated Speed Sensor

Integrated Wheel Sensors for easy wheel changes.
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Battery Cover

The hard-wearing custom battery cover looks sharp
and adds durability to the system.
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+60%

Integrated Protection

Chainstay and yoke protectors provide added frame protection and keep noise to a minimum when riding rough
trails.

+ 27%
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Oversized Lower Link

The increased loads generated by the fact that it’s an e-mtb
have been addressed by adding upsized bearings and links.
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Intuitive operation and clean cockpit

SPEEDFOX AMP

Easy-to-operate mode switch and a minimalist display retain a clean
cockpit setup for that essential MTB look.

SHIMANO STEPS E7000
The latest Shimano STEPS drive unit works in
sync with the Speedfox AMP’s design and
handling, keeping things compact and lightweight to ensure a natural-feeling ride.
• Lightweight with a low center of gravity
for faultless bike handling
• Compact design and narrow Q-Factor
for a natural ride feel

Fully customizable
Fine-tune the level of assistance with Shimano’s E-Tube system.

• Works quietly and unobtrusively
• Durable and weatherproof for reliability
in all scenarios
• Dedicated 165mm cranks provide
the ideal ground clearance

Learn more about Shimano STEPS: www.shimano-steps.com
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Big Wheel Concept
Frame Geometry:
1 Slack Head Angle and Long Reach create a
roomy front-center for stability, the reduced trail values is key to nimble handling around tight corners.
2 Short Chainstay: The front-end stability is matched
with short chainstays for a lively riding feel.
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66°

3 BB Drop: Taking advantage of 29” we maximized the
BB drop for a low and centered riding position for maximum confidence and control.

1
Cockpit:
4 Stem and Bar: In line with our Big Wheel Concept, all
Speedfox AMP models are equipped with short stems and
wide handlebars to make sure the rider can take full advantage
of the considered, e-specific trail geometry.
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SPEEDFOX AMP FOUR

SPEEDFOX AMP FIVE

